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WELSH STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2017 No. 1197

The Clocaenog Forest Wind Farm (Amendment) Order 2017

Schedule 1 (authorised project) amended

5.—(1)  In the reference to Work No. 3 in Part 1 (authorised development) of Schedule 1, for the
words “A series of new tracks, existing tracks subject to improvement and widening and public roads
subject to widening” substitute “A series of new tracks, existing tracks subject to improvement and
widening, public roads subject to widening and a series of turning heads located adjacent to tracks”.

(2)  The tables relating to Work No. 3 in Part 1 (authorised development) of Schedule 1 are
amended as follows.

(3)  In the table with the heading “New tracks”—
(a) in the row whose first entry is “N7”—

(i) for “300779” substitute “300704”; and
(ii) for “357705” substitute “357556”; and

(b) insert the following after the row whose first entry is “N4”—

“N25 300509 357483 300277 357467

N26 300596 357354 300614 357029

N27 301133 355580 300866 355375

N28 300784 355332 300534 355065”.

(4)  In the table with the heading “Existing tracks subject to improvement and widening”, in the
row whose first entry is “E6”—

(a) for “300635” substitute “300614”; and
(b) for “357032” substitute “357029”.

(5)  Insert the following table after the table with the heading “Public roads subject to widening”—

“Turning Heads

Grid reference
Turning head number Easting Northing

TH1 (at T3) 301166 357866

TH2 (between T7 and T9) 300226 356920

TH3 (at T10) 301344 356350

TH4 (at T13 301221 355570

TH5 (at T15) 301436 355089

TH6 (at T17) 301501 354506
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Grid reference
Turning head number Easting Northing

TH7 (at T18) 301833 354061

TH8 (at T24) 300672 352492

TH9 (at T25) 301854 352484

TH10 (at T28) 300817 352143

TH11 (at T30) 301367 351613

TH12 (at T31) 300989 350791

TH13 (at T32) 301314 350614”.
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